I Belong

You Belong

We Belong

All are important, valued, and respected here.
Inclusion initiatives are everywhere! Sadly, most are cursory at best. Do you want to just check
the ‘D&I Training’ box or do you want a program that goes beyond the box and invites true
behavior change? Work cultures that don’t truly include all employees create environments
where time is wasted, employees are disengaged, and they don’t care about their work.
Organizations with inclusive cultures reap the benefits of employees who are fully engaged,
care about their work, and love what they do. In this program, talent development leader
Wendy Gates Corbett shares practical strategies we can use to remind ourselves, each
other, and the team members we work with that we all belong.
Click picture for demo video

In safe, fun atmosphere, Wendy uncovers techniques that say:
I Belong with strategies we can use to show or tell ourselves that we belong
You Belong with strategies we can use to show other people that they are welcome and included
We Belong with strategies that groups or teams can use to make others feel included

WHO NEEDS THIS PROGRAM?
Organizations that are committed to acknowledging the impact that employees’ sense of belonging has on their work life
and are ready to foster a fully-engaged, inclusive work environment where all truly do belong.

DURATION

15 minutes to 3 hours

RESULTS
“Your presentation spoke directly to me! I related to your message on a deeply personal level. You actually gave me chills.
Thank you for being so real!”
- Stephanie McDilda
President, Flashpoint International

Meet Wendy Gates Corbett
Wendy Gates Corbett, CPTD, is President of Refresher Training, LLC. She is a presentation consultant on a mission to rid the
world of bad presentations. She works with professional athletes, speakers, and leaders making their messages more
memorable with crisp materials and coaching to confidently deliver dynamic, engaging presentations that influence change.
Wendy is a former corporate global training executive who speaks around the world.
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